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Abstract 
 
This project, in collaboration with Shanghai University, established a new rack design to help 
transport large fabrication parts for Caterpillar Suzhou, China. This project was completed by 
first gathering necessary information from Caterpillar to allow for design criteria to be 
established. Using the design criteria, a convergent design process was followed to narrow down 
three initial designs to one final optimum design. The most optimum design was then validated 
before being offered to Caterpillar for future use.  
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1 Introduction: 
Caterpillar Inc. originally Caterpillar Tractor Co. was founded in California in 1925 (Bloomberg 
Business Week). It is now a global company that produces and sells construction, mining 
equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial gas turbines, and diesel-electric 
locomotives. Its three main operating lines include machinery, engines and financial products.  
Caterpillar sold its first products in China in 1975 and then opened the first office in Beijing in 
1978.  Caterpillar currently owns and operates 13 production enterprises throughout China.  
These facilities manufacture hydraulic excavators, compactors, diesel motors, and many other 
products. 
Suzhou industrial park was established in 2006 and was officially put into production in January 
of 2009.  Caterpillar Suzhou Company Limited specializes in manufacturing world-class medium 
wheel loaders and motor grader which is sold in Eastern Asia, Russia and other foreign locations.  
In March of 2010 Suzhou Company Limited met LEED (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design) gold standards.   
One inherent problem that the Suzhou division of Caterpillar is facing is an inadequate 
transporting system for the bolster of the motor grader. The current transporting system includes 
a metal rack that is much like a pallet used in warehouses; it is non-stackable, dangerous, and 
inefficient for transportation. 
The goal of this project was to focus on the design aspects of a new rack to help aid in the 
transportation of a bolster for the Motor Grader Group from Caterpillar’s supplier to the 
assembly facility in Suzhou. To achieve this goal, we first began with understanding the 
inadequacies of the current rack design. We then developed alternative designs for a new rack 
that meet the needs of the customer. Following that, we developed the most optimum design 
based off of our alternative designs. The final goal for this project was the validation phase 
where we proved the effectiveness of our most optimum design. 
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2 Background Information 
The goal of this section is to provide adequate background information to understand Caterpillar 
Inc. as a company. By looking at the company’s profile, a better understanding of how the Motor 
Grader group works and how it fits in with the rest of the organization can be obtained. From 
here, the specific products that the Suzhou branch produces will be addressed. This chapter is 
concluded by addressing the specific project that is being focused on for the Motor Grader Group 
at the Suzhou branch. 
2.1 Company Profile 
Caterpillar Inc. originally Caterpillar Tractor Co. was founded in California in 1925 (Bloomberg 
BusinessWeek). It is now a global company that produces and sells construction and mining 
equipment, diesel and natural gas engines, industrial gas turbines and diesel-electric locomotives. 
Its three main operating lines include machinery, engines and financial products.  
The company’s products are sold under the brand names:  “CAT “, “Caterpillar”, “Solar 
Turbines”, “MaK”, “Perkins”, “FG Wilson”, “Olympian” and “Progress Rail”. The brand CAT is 
the biggest and most respected family products and services in the earth moving industries across 
the world (Caterpillar Inc, ; Caterpillar products.; ). The company has plants all over the world and 
sells equipment via 3500 offices in some 180 countries (Hoovers). 
Caterpillar (China) Investment Co. Ltd. was established in China in 1996 and since then the 
company has increased its business and business development activities in China. Thirteen 
production facilities have been opened and the products manufactured include: hydraulic 
excavators, compactors, diesel motors, crawler units, castings, driven graders, crawler dozers, 
wheel loaders, remanufactured engineering machinery parts, and power generators. 
2.2 The Suzhou Company 
This project was sponsored by Caterpillar Suzhou Company Limited which was established in 
Suzhou Industrial Park in 2006, and was officially put into production in 2009. Caterpillar 
Suzhou is a branch of Caterpillar which specializes in manufacturing world-class medium wheel 
loaders and motor graders for markets in Asia Pacific, Russia, CIS, Africa, Middle East and 
South America (Caterpillar Inc). 
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A wheel loader is a heavy machine which as its name indicates, loads materials such as asphalt, 
rocks, soil, sand, gravel and logs from one place and briefly transports the materials to a large 
truck.   The other piece of equipment that the Suzhou Company manufactures are the motor 
graders which are machines with long blades used to create a flat or inclined surface. The blade 
is the grader and is either controlled mechanically or hydraulically. Motor graders are generally 
used in construction, road maintenance and sometimes even snow removal. 
 
Figure 1. Caterpillar Motor Graders. 
 
2.3 The Motor Grader Group 
The focus of this project was on motor graders. The Motor Grader Product Group in Suzhou 
currently makes four different models of graders: 12K, 120K, 140K, and 160K. The major 
differences between these models include the engine, overall size, and blade specifications. The 
main parts of the motor graders are transported from the supplier to the facility in Suzhou where 
they are assembled. 
 
Figure 2. Bolster shown on motor grader. 
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One inherent problem that the Suzhou division of Caterpillar was facing was an inadequate 
transportation system for the bolster of the motor grader. The current transporting system 
includes a metal rack that is similar to the pallet used in warehouses. Figure 2, shows the bolsters 
sitting on the current rack design.  
 
Figure 3. Bolster resting on current rack design. 
The specific problems of the current rack design include the following: 
 Potential dangers while shipping  
 Inefficient storage of fabricated parts  
 Difficulties while transporting or moving  
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3 Research Methodology 
The goal of this project was to design a rack to help aid in the transportation of a bolster for the 
Motor Grader Group from Caterpillar’s supplier to the facility in Suzhou. The following four 
goals were created in order to achieve the goals of this project:  
 Understanding the inadequacies of the current rack design for the bolster  
 Develop preliminary iterations that meets the need of the customer  
 Determine most adequate rack design 
 Validate most optimum design 
These four objectives were prioritized in their sequential order.  For each objective, an organized 
plan was made in order to come up with the most appropriate conclusions. Both qualitative and 
quantitative research methods were used to acquire the needed information.   
Start
End
Understanding Rack 
Inadequacies
Develop Preliminary 
Iterations
Develop Most 
adequate Design
Satisfactory 
Design?Yes
No  
Figure 4. Methodology used in the design process. 
3.1 Understand the Inadequacies of the Current Design 
Understanding the current inadequacies of the current rack design was the leading objective of 
our project.  From the project description provided by the Motor Grader Group we were able to 
learn that the current rack moves around during transportation which made it very dangerous.  
Space was also wasted in the shipping process since it is not stackable.  It was essential to create 
a safer and more cost effective rack for the bolster; the best way to do this was by designing a 
new rack. 
Certain specifications were needed in order to come up a new design.  These specifications 
included: understanding safety issues, shipping information, current material used, handling and 
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loading procedures.  In order to obtain this information, qualitative key informant interviews 
with our liaisons from the Caterpillar Company were conducted.  This was an effective way of 
gathering data since the liaisons work directly with the bolster and they are familiar with the way 
the rack is shipped and handled.  A plant tour was also needed for questions that arose in 
understanding the problems with the current rack. 
Understanding the current inadequacies was prioritized as the first objective because without the 
analysis part, no enhancements could be made.   In addition to analyzing the current rack used in 
the Motor Grader Group, other racks used by the Caterpillar Company were explored.   
3.2 Develop Alternative Designs 
Developing alternative designs which meet the needs for Caterpillar was prioritized as the 
second objective.  Designing a number of different racks was the best way to narrow down the 
best choice for the project.  All current rack inadequacies needed to be taken into consideration 
when designing different racks.    
A plant tour and key informant interviews were the first steps in brainstorming different designs.  
Research of different racks currently used in industry was able help in designing the best rack for 
the Bolster.  By investigating other racks used in industry, an insight was gained about how to 
create the most optimal design.  Learning from what others have done either in the past or 
currently use in the present also improved the chances of designing something that would not 
only meet expectations but surpass them. 
Being able to develop a variety of alternative designs helped lead to creating one final rack 
design to present to the Motor Grader Group.  But without a full understanding of the current 
problems the rack is having now, a new enhanced design would have been unachievable.  
Researching racks currently used on the market today would only help to improve preliminary 
designs.   
3.2.1 Determine Most Optimum Design  
Conducting interviews with Caterpillar liaisons were important after preliminary designs were 
developed.  Insight was gained by discussing preliminary designs with the engineers of the 
Motor Grader Group.  
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In order to conduct interviews with liaisons from Caterpillar a series of questions was made 
which were discussed per presented design.  A series of set questions was formulated to ensure 
that all iterations were being viewed, inspected, and reviewed the same way.   If a set of 
formulated questions wasn’t used, bias could have played a factor instead of true structural 
soundness.   From these conducted interviews insight into narrowing down design for more in-
depth analysis was hoped to be accomplished.   
Not only would interviews help narrow down a plethora of alternative designs, but it also helped 
to ensure that our project was still headed toward the common goal.  Design considerations 
provided by The Motor Grader Group during the interviews helped to funnel down our designs 
as part of a convergent design process which helped create the final rack the CAT was able to 
approve.  
3.4 Validate Most Optimum Design  
Demonstrating the validity of the final design was the very last step to be completed and was 
equally important as the other steps.  This step proved the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
design.  Proving the design was conducted by four means that ranged from stress analysis to 
statistical analysis, but followed hierarchy of design priorities given by caterpillar. 
The first step in proving the validity of our final design was to make sure that the rack was safe 
for every foreseeable situation. To prove Safety three possible situations were determined 
relating to sliding of the bolster on the rack, sliding of the bolster on the rack while the rack was 
inclined, and finally tipping of the rack depending on rack orientation and varying center points 
of gyration.  
The second proving point was quality of the rack. We defined quality as a rack that could 
adequately support the loads it would see in operation without causing excessive stress, strain, or 
deformation values. To aid in determining of quality phase, we used the Finite Element Method 
invested in commercially available software, mainly SolidWorks simulation, ANSYS, and 
Autodesk’s Algor. The main results that were looked within each analysis were Von Mises 
Stress and strain, and maximum deflection. These values were then compared to limits of the 
selected material, such as the yield strength for steel.  
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The third proving point was Transportation. In this step we sought out opportunities to visually 
show how our rack could easily be transported, and how bolsters could easily be loaded on to 
and off the rack. We also took consideration to the orientation of the rack based on results from 
the safety proving step. SolidWorks animation was utilized to allow for moving pictures to be 
generated. 
The final proving step was validation the cost of this particular rack, Caterpillar’s last and of less 
importance priority. To do this, we developed cost criteria based on manufacturability, shipment, 
and labor. We were able to determine an estimated cost for the final rack design based on all 
three of the prior inputs.  
The final proving step was validation the cost and ergonomics of this particular rack, 
Caterpillar’s last and of less importance priority.  Proper ergonomic design is necessary is order 
to prevent repetitive strain injuries which can develop over time by improper handling of the 
rack.  Cost effectiveness was determined by comparing the transportation fees associated with 
shipping the bolster using the current rack and the new rack design.  
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4 Design Considerations: 
In the beginning of this project we received a list of design considerations directly from CAT.  
These considerations where accounted for throughout the entire project.  These specifications 
and considerations included shipping four bolsters per rack, being able to stack the rack when 
loaded unloaded with bolsters, establish safe handling during transportation, and finally part 
orientation of the bolster on the rack.   
Firstly, in order to calculate the dimensions of the rack, the dimensions of the bolster were taken 
into consideration.   According to Caterpillar’s specifications, four bolsters had to fit on a rack.  
Table 1. Physical Dimensions of Bolster. 
Bolster Dimensions 
 
 Mass 166.2 kg 
Length 872.5 mm 
Width 350 mm 
Height 517 mm 
 
Secondly, since the racks are transported by truck from the supplier to the assembly facility in 
Suzhou, the truck dimensions where also important to consider.  As we realized we could not 
control the dimensions of the truck we used them as a general guide to build our rack.  Table 1 
above shows the truck dimension heights used to build our rack.   
Our last final consideration was the forklift dimensions. They had to be taken into account since 
12.5m 
2.3m 
3.5m
m 
 Figure 5. Truck Dimensions. 
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forklifts are used to move the racks from the trucks in and out of the manufacturing facility. The 
dimensions of the forklift were obtained during our visit at Caterpillar Suzhou. 
 
       
 
 
 
 
4.1 Design Priorities 
We were also asked by the engineers at Caterpillar Suzhou to consider the factors shown in Fig. 
7 in our design process. Safety comes first to their company followed by quality, transportation 
and cost. 
 
Figure 7. Caterpillar Design Priorities. 
5 Design Process 
From this information we were able to start our convergent design process.  A convergent design 
process was the best way to create the best product for Caterpillar.  With this idea we started 
with three alternative designs, which were reviewed, analyzed, and was then shown to Caterpillar 
for their input. 
Safety 
Quality 
Transportation 
Cost 
0.15m 
1.2m 
0.07m 
Figure 6. Forklift Dimensions. 
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5.1 Design Phase One 
In phase one of our convergent design process we started with three alternative designs.  Our 
designs were held with specific design considerations given to by us by Caterpillar as mentioned 
above. Each of the three racks can accommodate four bolsters and can be stacked three levels 
high.  All the three racks also have a bar on the side to prevent the bolsters from falling 
sideways.  As each of our designs met the given requirements, each rack did it in its own unique 
way.  Fig.8 below, shows the isometric view of each design.  
 
Figure 8. Design Alternatives of Phase I. 
From these figures you can see the comparison of the three designs.  The first rack idea used an 
“L” shape foot design to help limit the overall length and width of the rack for more adequate 
shipping. In design one, no solid plate was used in order to reduce the amount of material used 
and also to make the rack as light as possible.    
 
Figure 9. Isometric and Bottom View of Design Alternative 1. 
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Design two allowed a variety of spots for the forklift driver to pick up the rack while design three 
helped with ease of stacking in the warehouse for Caterpillar. Small metal pieces were welded to 
the solid plate to separate the bolsters and to prevent them from sliding forward or backward. 
The feet of rack two were hollow square tubes which allow the racks to fit on top of each other. 
 
Figure 10. Isometric and Bottom View of Design Alternative 2. 
The main distinguishing feature of design 3 was the foot design. It has a “hoof” structure or wide 
legs which allow the racks to be stacked. The forklift access was like channels and its bottom 
structure involved more cross members than design two.  
 
Figure 11.Isometric and Bottom View of Design Alternative 3. 
After the three alternative rack designs were created we then were able to compare the physical 
properties of each design. Table 2 shown below compares each design.   
Table 2. Physical Properties of the design alternatives 1,2 and 3. 
  Rack #1 Rack #2 Rack #3 
Mass of rack with 
12 bolsters (kg) 
2751 2449 2591 
Mass of Rack (kg)  238 151 186 
Height (Three 
stacked, mm) 
1897 1993 1948 
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Rack Length (mm) 1472 1740 1636 
Rack Width (mm) 945 1020 1086 
 
From this table we were able to compare the mass of the rack loaded and unloaded with bolsters, 
the height of three racks stacked, and the rack length and width.  One thing to notice from this 
table is that with the “L” shaped legs we were able to save a significant amount of space 
compared to rack two and three.  One disadvantage with rack one was the mass of the rack being 
the highest at 238 kg while rack design two and three were both under 200 kg.  From this table 
we were able to compare the physical pro’s and con’s of each rack alternative.   
The next step in phase one involved running an ALGOR analysis on each rack design to 
determine the deflection, Von-Mises, maximum principle stress, and the strain the rack 
experiences.  During this step we calculated the Pressure that each rack would specifically 
experience from the load of four bolsters, and the load the legs of the rack with experience with 
two loaded racks stacked on top.  The calculations are shown in Appendix D. Table 3 below 
shows the different loads applied to each rack design specifically.   
Table 3. Loads applied to design alternative 1,2 and 3. 
 Rack #1 Rack #2 Rack #3 
Upper Leg (MPa) 1.289 3.634 4.032 
Lower Leg (MPa) 1.436 3.990 2.361 
Bolster Load 
Applied (N/m^2) 
8918.37 4549.28 3511.27 
 
After these loads where calculated we loaded the rack into ALGOR and was able to apply the 
specific loads in order to see the racks deformation. Fig.12 below shows each rack’s max Von-
Mises Stress, indicated by the red flag. 
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Figure 12. Maximum Von Mises Stresses of Design Alternatives 1,2 and 3. 
Table 4 below represents the data gathered after running these ALGOR analyses.   
Table 4. Data from ALGOR analyses. 
  Rack #1 Rack #2 Rack #3 
Deflection 
(mm) 
0.221 0.254 0.248 
Von-Mises 
Stress (MPa) 
57.9 49.4 68 
Maximum 
Principle 
Stress (MPa) 
83.2 71.7 83.6 
Strain (%) 0.04 0.03 0.04 
 
From these values we were able to compare how each rack handled not only the load of four 
bolsters but the load of two racks stacked on top of it with bolsters loaded.  We also were able to 
determine that, between each rack, the deflection was negligible, and this was confirmed through 
the maximum stress being so low compared to the yield strength of metal, specifically steel.  
After all of this information was gathered we were able to go to Caterpillar and discuss our three 
different design alternatives with them.   
Feedback from Caterpillar proved to be helpful for the convergent design process.  From key 
informant interviews we were able to learn things that appealed to Caterpillar and things that did 
not.  Feedback included; making fork access point on all four sides, as to not restrict 
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transportation of the rack, the hoof foot structure would be preferred since partially already in 
use, investigate the possibility of a foldable rack, decrease the clearance between each bolster, 
and finally make sure the rack can be balanced with any number of bolsters loaded onto it.  This 
feedback from Caterpillar helped to lead us to our ultimate design.  
 
5.2 Design Phase Two 
 
From the first phase of the convergent design process we were able to take the feedback received 
from Caterpillar and come up with two new racks.   (Insert next sentence) 
With the design considerations given to us from Caterpillar we were also able to understand how 
they had prioritized these considerations.  Caterpillar stated that safety was the most important 
feature in any rack designed, next quality, then transportation, and finally cost.  With all of this 
in mind we were able to proceed with the design phase of two new racks.  
 
Figure 13. Non-foldable and Foldable Racks from design phase 2 
From Fig.14 above you can see two new rack designs.  Also you will notice the similarities in 
both racks.  After the meeting with Caterpillar a new set of design considerations were 
developed.  
 Investigate the necessity of a plate 
 Consider the possibility of a foldable rack 
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With these new considerations the new racks were developed.  The two main differences focused 
on these designs involved incorporating a foldable option.  The design on the left above 
incorporates a solid piece leg design while the one on the right has two pieces for the leg; one is 
secured on the rack while the yellow legs lift off for a space saving design during transportation, 
517 mm were able to be saved. 
Table 5. Physical Dimensions of Phase 2 Rack. 
Physical Property Value 
Mass per rack + 4 
bolsters (kg) 
797.7 
Mass per rack (kg) 120.5 
Rack Height (mm) 712 
Rack Length (mm) 1700 
Rack Width (mm) 972 
 
Table 5 above shows the basic size and weight dimensions which were implemented in both of 
the alternative rack designs.  We decided that these basic size dimensions were something that 
should stay constant throughout the rest of the project.   
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By keeping the dimensions the same we were able to focus on the core structure of the rack 
along with investigating other rack improvements.  We were able to determine that having a 
physical plate for which the bolster to rest was unnecessary.  This was done by the Finite 
Element Analysis software in Solid Works. Table 6 below shows the displacement of each rack, 
with and without a plate.  
Table 6. FEM analysis of rack with and without plate. 
 
Rack with plate Rack without plate 
Deflection (mm) 0.221 0.468 
Weight (kg) 149.53 120.40 
Von-Mises Stress 
(MPa) 
18.9 38.4 
Strain (%) 0.006 0.013 
 
From this table you can see the comparison of a rack with and without a plate on the core 
structure.  A difference of 0.247 mm was calculated after both analyses was completed.  From 
the small deflection change we were able to determine that the added weight of the plate does not 
benefit the change in deflection.  Without the plate we also learned that the Von-Mises Stress 
does increase but only by 19.5 MPa which is far from the tensile strength of steel.  From 
preforming these analyses we were able to determine a solid plate was not a necessity for our 
final rack design.   
Once both new rack designs were 3D modeled and tested we were able to discuss with 
Caterpillar the rack designs and get feedback back for the final rack design. Their feedback 
included the following comments: 
 They were  concerned about the interaction fit between the male and the female parts of 
the foldable rack 
 The distance between the forklift access points was too wide 
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Forklift Access – Too Wide 
                     
Figure 14. Interaction between male and female parts of leg, forklift access of Rack 2 is too wide. 
From this feedback we were able to continue our convergent design process. 
6 Results 
 
  
Figure 15. Isometric View of final rack design and when it is stacked 3 level high. 
Using Caterpillar’s design requirements and feedback, the final rack design was developed.  In 
comparison to the previous racks developed, the final rack was the lightest and it weighs 146.1 
kg. Table 7 shows the physical properties of the final rack design. 
Table 7. Physical Dimensions of Final Rack. 
Physical Property Value 
Mass per rack 146.1 kg 
Mass per rack + 4 bolsters 824 kg 
Height of 3 racks stacked 2061 mm 
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Rack Height 707 mm 
Rack Length 1700 mm 
Rack Width 972 mm 
6.1 Final Rack Features 
1. The bottom structure is made of welded hollow square tubes and no solid plate was used 
for a lighter rack. The bolsters will not fall through the bottom structure since they are 
bigger than the square holes. 
 
Figure 16. Bottom Structure of Final Rack. 
2. A bar as shown in Fig.18 was added on the front and the back of the rack to prevent the 
bolsters from falling forward and backward. The bar was not made as a permanent piece 
of the rack due to the way the bolsters are unloaded from the rack. The bolsters rotate 
during unloading as shown in Fig.28 and a permanent bar would stand in the way of the 
rotation and damage the bolsters. This is why we designed a bar which can easily be 
placed and taken off the rack after loading and before unloading of the rack respectively. 
For ergonomic reasons, the bar was made hollow so that it is not too heavy. It only 
weighs 5 kilograms. 
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Figure 17. Removable Bar to prevent bolsters from falling forward and backward. 
3. The rack was designed so that the forklifts can be used to lift the rack on all the four sides 
of the rack as shown in Fig.19. The rack should however be lifted from the side where the 
rack is wider for greater stability. 
                                                             
 
4. The hoof was included in the rack design as recommended by Caterpillar and it is the 
design feature that allows the racks to be stacked.  
                                                                      
 
Figure 19. Leg of rack or "hoof". 
Forklift access 2 
 
Figure 18. Final Rack Design with 2 forklift access. 
Forklift access 1 
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5. The rack dimensions allow for a small clearance between each of the bolsters. The 
clearance is used to ensure the quality of the bolsters during transportation. 
 
Figure 20. Clearance between each bolster. 
6.2 Final Rack Dimensions  
 
As shown in Fig.22, the rack is an assembly of hollow metal bars and hoofs together. The rack is 
made up of bars of 2 main cross sections: 50 mm x 50 mm and 50 mm x 20 mm. The removable 
bar is the only one with different cross section: 50 mm x 30 mm. All the bars used have a wall 
thickness of 5 mm and they vary mainly in the length of the bar. 
  
Figure 21. Parts Explosion of Final Rack Design. 
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Table 8. Rack Parts and Dimensions. 
Rack Parts Dimensions 
Bar 1 
 
 
 
 
 
Length: 50 mm 
Width: 50 mm 
Thickness of bar: 5 mm 
Bar 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Length: 50 mm 
Width: 20 mm 
Thickness of bar: 5 mm 
Bar 3 (Removable Bar) 
 
        
  
 
 
 
Cross Section:  
Length: 30 mm 
Width: 20 mm 
Wall thickness: 5 mm 
 
Mass: 5 kg 
HOOF 
                    
                
 
 
Length of base: 100mm  
Width of base: 100 mm 
Wall thickness: 10 mm 
Height: 45 mm 
 
     100 mm 
100 mm 
45mm 
10mm 
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6.3 Material Selection 
 
The material chosen for our rack design is a low carbon steel GB 10 or AISI 10. It is low cost 
steel which is readily available on the market. It is often used as structural steel and it also has 
very good welding properties which is important since our rack is an assembly of welded metal 
bars. GB 10 also meets all the requirements of the rack in terms of material properties. The 
material properties are shown in Table 9. 
Table 9. Physical Properties of GB 10. 
Property Value 
Tensile Strength 410 MPa 
Yield Strength 245 MPa 
Elongation % >25 
Hardness 156 HB 
7 Validation:  
In this section we provide detailed results for how the final rack design was validated based on 
four design priorities established by Caterpillar.  We have used these priorities to show that our 
final design of the rack meets every one of Caterpillar’s requirements for a product they can 
stand by, and a product that is exactly what they wanted. These priorities are in order of 
importance and are as follows: 
 Safety  
 Quality 
 Transportation 
 Cost 
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7.1 Safety 
 
Safety was the main concern for Caterpillar. Caterpillar has to ensure that every employee is safe 
while doing their job. We have considered this safety requirement with three possible worst case 
scenarios that could put an employee in potential danger.  Safety of our rack is ideal up to a 
point, and we wanted to show the point where safety could be a concern. In every case the point 
of unsafe conditions occurred during unforeseeable or possible circumstances such as shipment 
of the rack in a truck, or while the rack is being transported on forklift.  
The first scenario that was considered was the general case where the rack is resting in the 
shipment truck in a static case, meaning that the rack was not moving inside the truck. We 
wanted to see what conditions the truck would have to experience in order to pose a potential 
threat for the bolster sliding off the rack in the back of the truck. With the assumption we made 
of a static case, the bolster would only slide off the rack when a certain acceleration value was 
reached, such as the truck decelerating or accelerating. Whatever acceleration the truck 
experiences, the rack will in turn also experiences since the rack in not moving inside the back of 
the truck.  The end result was that the truck would need to decelerate from a maximum velocity 
of 282 Km/hr to 0 km/hr in the time frame of only 10s in order to experience enough acceleration 
to cause the bolster to slip off the rack. This is an impossible situation for the normal truck 
traveling on public roads.   
The second scenario consisted of much the same conditions as the first, but considered the 
influence of the rack being tilted either by a large hill or while being transported on a forklift. 
For this case we found that the maximum acceleration needed to cause the bolster to slip off the 
rack was much less than the first case, as expected. The numerical value for this case was 1.738 
m/s^2 at an angle of 35 degrees. This could only be achieved while decelerating from 63 km/hr 
to 0 in a time of 10 seconds, a plausible situation except for the angel of inclination is excessive 
at 35 degrees. The very maximum angle the bolster could withstand is anything lower than 
53degrees. At this exact value, the bolster can slip off the rack without any outside influence 
other than gravity. This angle is again extremely excessive, and would never be achieved in 
operation.   
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The final case that was considered was an investigation of rack orientation while inside the back 
of the truck. The conclusion was that the one direction is much more desirable than the other for 
this orientation based on the center of mass of the rack and the likely hood of tipping. The below 
figure shows the proper placement of the rack when the front of the truck is considered to be the 
right hand side of the page. This conclusion was determined by comparing acceleration values 
for placements; the figure below and the 180 degree rotation of the rack.  
 
Figure 22. Side View of Current Rack. 
7.2 Quality:  
 
We defined quality as a rack that is able to withstand various loads without causing excessive 
stress, strain, or deflection. We utilized the Finite Element Method to provide us with numerical 
values for stress, strain, and deflection. SolidWorks simulation was the FEM tool used to provide 
the needed numerical values. For the model, two conditions were used and assumed. We stated 
that material properties were isotropic and that a linear analysis would be utilized. We also 
assumed that the physical case we were reproducing was of the static state without outside 
influences other than gravity.  
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Figure 23. Solidworks FEM analysis of rack. 
The meshing phase for this model consisted of tetrahedral elements with 4 nodes. This allowed 
for simple mapping of the physical model to be achieved, while providing comparable results 
when fine element mapping conditions were utilized. We then were able to obtain our results for 
the model. These particular results are listed below in Table 10: 
Table 10.Solidworks FEM results. 
Property  Von Mises Stress  Deflection  Strain  
Maximum Value  26.7 MPa  0.258 mm  .0088 %  
 
 The above table shows that the maximum Von Mises stress is well below the yield strength of 
our GB10 material. In fact, this design has a safety factor of 9.4. Our maximum deflection value 
and maximum strain value are also negligible able due to how low each value is.  
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7.3 Transportation:  
 
Transportation of the bolsters was simulated by creating animations for how the bolster is loaded 
and unloaded onto the rack. Stacking of the racks using forklifts was also simulated. To represent 
these simulations three screen shots have been taken from the animation to depict what the 
animation consists of. 
 
Figure 24. Loading of bolsters on rack. 
 
Figure 25. Using  forklift to stack the racks. 
 
Figure 26. Unloading of Bolsters from rack with cranes. 
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8 Cost Analysis  
 
An estimate of the manufacturing cost of a single rack was calculated by adding up the material 
cost, the cost of the hoof made by casting, painting and welding costs. For the material cost, the 
cost per ton of GB10 was obtained from the Chinese website Alibaba and the cost of our rack 
was estimated by using its weight. The cost of making hoofs by casting was also estimated using 
the information on Alibaba. The welding cost was found by using the standard labor hourly rate 
in China and multiplying it with the estimated number of hours needed to make our rack. The 
cost of making rack was found to be around 1287 Yuan.  
Table 11. Cost estimation of racks. 
 
8.1 Truck Efficiency 
 
It was found that 42 racks would be able to fit in the truck if two rows of racks, each row being 
three levels high are placed inside the truck like shown in Fig.28. Since each rack can hold 4 
bolsters, a truck of size 12.5 m x 2.3 m x 3.5m can carry up to 168 bolsters.  
 
Figure 27. Arrangement of racks on truck. 
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 9 Conclusions and Recommendations:  
 
The only recommendation for the final rack design is that the rack is surface treated at some 
point. We understand that surface treatment comes in many forms, but we recommend that paint 
is the best and cheapest option for this particular rack. Painting of the rack will prevent oxidation 
of the steel material.  
We can conclude that the final design meets all of Caterpillar’s requirements and priorities. The 
rack is capable of holding four bolsters and is able to support the loads of two stacked racks on 
top. Using our methodology that first consisted of a determining phase where we understood the 
initial rack design used by Caterpillar led us into a developing and determining phase. From the 
developing and determining, we were able to present three rounds of designs to Caterpillar to 
come up with our final design.  The final design was then validated according to Caterpillar’s 
priorities before being presented to them for final approval. In the end, we can safely say that our 
rack design meets every one of Caterpillar’s requirements and priorities and it can safely and 
effectively be used in their facilities. 
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Appendix A- Project Brief from Caterpillar. 
 
Caterpillar Suzhou China (Ltd) Project Charter 
August 22nd, 2011 
Project Title: Retainable Rack design for big fabrication parts. 
Business Case: 
The Motor Grader Product Group currently manufactures 4 different models: 12K, 140K 
and the 160K. All model need a Rack for shipping the “Bolster” from supplier to Caterpillar 
Suzhou. 
Opportunity Statement: 
The current Rack is not good since it is easy to movie around while transportation and 
handling, it is very dangerous. The rack is not able to carry load for 2-3 stacked levels. It 
need much space when retain the rack to the supplier. We need a updated rack with good 
safety and higher efficiency. It has to be stackable. 
Goal Statement: 
Y1 = Design a Rack for bolster 
X1 = Stackable 
X2 = Prevent parts from moving around while transportation and handling 
X3 = Can be loaded on forklifts and pallets jacks at the supplier location if required 
X4= Able to carry load for at least 2-3 stacked levels 
X5= Design and validation 
X6= Orientation of parts need to consider 
X7= 4 parts per racks 
Tools or Skills Required: 
The team will need to understand and learn the following to enable the project to be successful: 
- 3D model software, Pro/e is preferred 
- 2D drawing is necessary 
Project Timeline and Team: 
The project team should submit a list of activities and planned completion dates. 
Team: 
Michael liu and Steven Xie are the MWL Engineering Team Leader based in Suzhou and 
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they will serve as the team’s primary contact related to project questions and learning material. 
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Appendix B- Risk when braking 
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Appendix C-Risk at an angled slope 
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Appendix D- Risk if Rack tips over. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Calculation for Acceleration 1  
 
 
 
 
If a truck breaks in 10 seconds the truck's original speed is 147.9km/h  
a1
g 448.22( )
1069.91

a1 4.108
m
s
2

v1 a1 10 s
v1 147.9
km
hr

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Calculation for Acceleration 2  
 
 
 
 
 
If a truck breaks in 10 seconds the truck's original speed is 175.1km/h  
a2
g 530.668( )
1069.91

a2 4.864
m
s
2

v2 a2 10 s
v2 48.64
m
s

v2 175.105
km
hr

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Appendix E- Mathcad Calculations. 
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